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THE CLASSIC CHILDBIRTH HANDBOOK--COMPLETELY REVISED AND UPDATED IN FULL

COLORA Doody's Core Title for 2015!Edition after acclaimed edition, Oxorn-Foote Human Labor &

Birth has provided the most comprehensive, yet accessible overview of obstetrics available. Going

beyond scientific theory and a technological orientation, this landmark guide is written for the real

world of clinical practice, as it expertly examines all mechanisms of human labor and delivery.The

book begins with a valuable review of clinical anatomy, then thoroughly examines the three stages

of labor, with a focus on proper management and birthing techniques. Specific guidance on the full

spectrum of complications and delivery situations, including Cesareansection, breech presentation,

transverse lie, umbilical cord issues, dystocia, and more are also presented. A final section

addresses such critical concerns as preterm labor, antepartum hemorrhage, and maternal and fetal

complications in labor.FEATURESNEW! Full-color design with hundreds of original, skill-sharpening

illustrationsNEW! Insightful, timely chapter on the challenges of obesity in pregnancyNEW! Essential

coverage of modern techniques for the management of postpartum hemorrhageNEW! Expanded

review of multiple pregnancy
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I used this book in the 1990's during nurse midwifery school and it was my favorite text. As an

author and professor, I could no longer use the book as it had not been republished for some time. I

was beyond thrilled when I saw it was updated. I was not disappointed! This is what I personally



consider the "Bible of Obstetrics". It is concise, extremely readable, and includes crucial content

without erroneous information and fluff. The new colored drawings are beautiful and the content is

well laid out. They include statistical information and precise headings that make looking up content

fast and easy. I have an extensive library of obstetrical textbooks and need to purchase the most

current versions for textbook writing purposes; however, this is really the ONLY book you need. I

often give students a short list of books I would take if I was on a deserted island and needed

references to look up information. This is #1 on my list! Great revision!!

This book is a great supplement to Varney's. Oxorn-Foote has great, easily legible, full-color

illustrations (though I do question proportions in them sometimes) of many obstetric variations and

complications. The layout of the book, with bold heading graphics and colored margin tabs, makes it

easy to find what you are looking for. I also enjoy the writing style. To wit, this on shoulder

dystocia:"Usually equanimity forsakes the attendants. They push, they pull. Alarm increases.

Eventually by greater strength of muscle or by some infernal juggle the difficulty appears to be

overcome, and the shoulders and trunk of a goodly child are delivered."My only beef with the book

is that it is very much old-school OB about presenting all graphics as if the woman is in lithotomy. If

you want to visualize side-lying or hands and knees though, just flip the book around. Oh, and it

doesn't mention the Gaskin maneuver by name, merely calling it "all fours."

I'm a doula and pre-nursing student, and as I attend births I often leave with questions. I got an

inexpensive used copy of this book as a way to become more familiar with the medical side of labor

and birth, and it more than does the job. It's overkill for someone in my position, and yet absolutely

fascinating and informative. In depth anatomy, physiology and practical medical information about

labor and birth is presented in a concise, understandable, and thoroughly illustrated format.I don't

expect to ever read it straight through (unless it is required reading in school somewhere down the

line) and the practical advice isn't anything I am in the position to use, but it's an interesting addition

to my reference bookshelf as I try to sort out and understand for myself the medical side of what I

see/hear at births.

After just purchasing the older edition for midwifery school earlier this year, I was frustrated to find

out a newer edition was just released; HOWEVER, wow - what a beautiful revision of a classic

reference!This new edition is a MUST-BUY for the midwife, OB/GYN, and OB nurse.



I bought it in America, though the us .com, and I received the Indian version of this book. I am now

wondering how the Indian version differs from the American.

This is a required resource for my college degree. It is handy, concise and jam-packed w/info.! Four

more words required...hhmmppphh. Stupid post guidelines.
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